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Keep Cosy Blanket 

 
Mugs – make 3 in different colours. WISTERIA, CLEMATIS & CANDYFLOSS.   
 

1. (RS). Using WISTERIA CH13. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook and in each CH across. (12sts). 
 

2. (WS). CH1 and Turn – do this for each row. Does not count as a ST. (3SC), SC across with (3SC) in last ST. (16sts). 
 

3. (RS). – ROW 11. (RS). SC in each ST across.  
 

12. (WS). CH3 – counts as 1st DC, DC, HDC. HDC. SC in next 8sts. HDC, HDC, DC, DC.   
 

13. (RS). SC – join STONE in the last YO of this ST. Fasten off WISTERIA. Work the rest of the sts in the BACK LOOPS - . SC, HDC, 
HDC. DC in the next 8sts. HDC, HDC, SC - Change to WISTERIA in the last YO of this ST. SC in both loops of final ST– in the top 
of the CH3 –. Fasten off STONE.   

 

14. (RS).  CH1 and SC down the side and around the edge of the mug. When you reach the stone section make a SC in the BACK 
LOOPS of each ST across the top. SLST into the end WISTERIA ST to join. Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail.  
 

 

15. (WS). Handle – join WISTERIA on the WS of the mug in the 4th ST down from the top. CH8, skip 4sts down the side of mug 
and SLST into the next ST. CH1 and turn. Working around the CH  - 3SC, 6HDC, 3SC and SLST into the same ST that you started 
the handle in. Fasten off yarn.  

 
Mug Appliques  
Use a 3mm hook  
 

1. Star – use LEMON – in a MR make 5SC. SLST in 1st SC to join. (5sts). 
 

2. (2SC) in each ST around. SLST in 1st SC to join. (10sts). 
 

1. * CH4, SLST in 2nd CH from hook, SC, HDC. Skip a ST and SLST in the next ST and repeat from * around.  SLST into the base of 
the 1st point. Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail. Using BLACK cotton sew a smiley face. . Using FONDANT sew 2 dots for the 
cheeks..  

 
2. Cloud – use WHITE  - CH10 – (2SC) in 2nd CH.  SC in each ST across with (3SC) in last CH. Work down other side of CH -make 

1SC in each CH across finishing with a SC in beginning CH. SLST to join. Make (5DC) in next ST. Skip the next ST. SLST. (5DC). 
Skip the next ST. SC, skip a ST. (5DC). Skip a ST, SLST. (5DC) in next ST. SLST, Skip a ST. (5DC), Skip a ST. SC, Skip a ST, (5DC). 
Skip a ST. SLST. Fasten off yarn leaving along tail. Using BLACK cotton sew a smiley face onto cloud. Using FONDANT sew 2 
dots for the cheeks.  . 

 

1. Rainbow – Use WISTERIA in a MR make 8SC. Do not join. Fasten off yarn. (8sts). 
 

2. (WS). Join  SHERBERT. SC in each ST. Fasten off yarn. (8sts). 
 

3. (RS). Join SPRING GREEN. (2SC), SC, (2SC), SC, SC, (2SC), SC, (2SC). Fasten off yarn. (12sts). 
 

4. (WS). Join LEMON. SC in each ST. Fasten off yarn. (12sts). 
 

5. (RS). Join  FONDANT. (2SC), SC, SC, (2SC), 4 X SC, (2SC), SC, SC, (2SC). 
Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail. (16sts).  

 
Sew appliques onto centre of mugs. Sew mugs onto Spring Green section of 
blanket.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
145. (RS). – Row 148. (WS). SC in each ST across. (4 rows).  
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149. (RS). KEEP COSY BOBBLE section - Follow chart from ROW 149. The numbers within the colour blocks indicate how many 

stitches to make in that colour. Each FONDANT ST is a SC apart from the coloured squares which are a BOBBLE ST. Change 

colours in the last yarn over in the ST before the colour change. Carry bobble colour along  back of work and fasten off at the 

end of each row.  Bobble are made on the wrong side of work.  

 

To make the Bobble Stitch –  (5DC’s together). This ST will always be worked on the WRONG SIDE of your work. YO, insert hook, 

pull through, YO, and pull through 2 stitches. Repeat this 4 more times. You will end up with 6 loops on your hook, (Colour 

change yarn here). YO and pull through all of the loops on the hook.  
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170. (WS).  – ROW 178 (WS). (CH1,SC). SC in each ST across.  
 

179. (RS). V- STITCH section. CH3 – counts as 1st DC. * (DC, CH1, DC) in next ST. Skip 2sts and repeat from * until 2sts remain. Skip 

a ST and DC in last ST. Fasten off yarn. 
 

180. (WS). Join WISTERIA yarn. CH3, * Skip CH1 space. Make (DC, CH1, DC) in the next CH1 space. Repeat from * across finishing 

with a DC in last ST. 
 

181. (RS). Rejoin FONDANT.  Rep ROW 179. Finish with a DC in the top of the CH3. 
 

182. (WS). Join CLEMATIS  (CH1, SC in the 1st ST), skip the next DC and make a SC in the CH1 space. Make 1 SC in each DC and CH1 

space across. 
 

183. (RS). Make 1HDC in each ST across. Fasten off yarn. 
 

184. (WS). Join SHERBET make 1SC in each ST across.  
 

185. (RS). PRIMROSE STITCH Section.  (CH1, SC). * (SC, CH2, SC) in next ST. Skip 2sts and 

repeat from * until 2sts remain. SC in last 2sts. 
 

186. (WS). CH3 -counts as 1st DC. DC. * Make (3DC) in CH2 space. Repeat from * across 

finishing with a  DC in last ST. 
 

187. (RS). (CH1, HDC). * (SC, CH2, SC)  in 2nd DC of (3DC) shell. Repeat from * across until 

2sts remain. Make 1HDC in each of these 2sts. 
 

188. (WS). Rep ROW 186.  
 

189. (RS). Repeat ROW 187. 
 

190. (WS). Repeat ROW 186. 
 

191. (RS). (CH1, SC). SC in each ST across. Fasten off yarn.  

 

Border 

1. (RS). Join APRICOT in any corner ST with a HDC.  Make 1HDC in each ST around with 

(HDC, CH2, HDC) in each corner ST. Finish in the beginning corner ST with a HDC , CH2 

and SLST into the top of the 1st HDC made to join. 
 

2. (RS). CH3 – counts as 1st DC. ** * FPDC around the next ST, BPDC around the following 

ST. Repeat from * across row finishing with (DC, CH2, DC) in the corner space. Repeat 

from ** around blanket finishing in the beginning corner space with DC, CH2 and SLST 

into the top of the CH3. Fasten off yarn.  
 

3. (RS). Join LEMON and repeat ROW 2. Make a FPDC around the FPDC from the previous 

row and a BPDC around the BPDC from the previous row. Fasten off yarn.  
 

4. (RS). Join CANDYFLOSS and repeat ROW 3. Fasten off yarn.  
 

5. (RS). Join FONDANT and repeat ROW 3.  Fasten off yarn.  

 

 

Your KEEP COSY blanket is done! I hope you’ve enjoyed making it and it keeps you 

warm! 

Please don’t forget to tag me in your photos on Instagram with the hashtag 

#keepcosyblanket 

www.instragram.com/cutecrochetmakes 

www.facebook.com/cutecrochetmakes 

http://www.instragram.com/cutecrochetmakes

